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Abstract

Policy iteration is a a popular technique for solving
Markov decision processes (MDPs). It is easy to de-
scribe and implement, and has excellent performance in
practice. But not much is known about its complexity.
The best upper bound remains exponential, and the best
lower bound is a trivial

�������
on the number of itera-

tions, where
�

is the number of states.
This paper improves the upper bounds to a polyno-
mial for policy iteration on MDP problems with special
graph structure. Our analysis is based on the connec-
tion between policy iteration and the Newton’s method
for finding the zero of a convex function. The analysis
offers an explanation as to why policy iteration is fast.
It also leads to polynomial bounds on several variants
of policy iteration for MDPs for which the linear pro-
gramming formulation requires at most two variables
per inequality (MDP(2)). The MDP(2) class includes
deterministic MDPs under discounted and average re-
ward criteria. The bounds on the run times include����	
���������	����������

on MDP(2) and
����	�����������	��

for deterministic MDPs, where
	

denotes the number
of actions and

�
denotes the magnitude of the largest

number in the problem description.

Keywords: Markov decision processes, computational
complexity, algorithm design and analysis, dynamic
programming, local search

1 Introduction
Markov decision processes offer a clean and rich framework
for problems of control and decision making under uncer-
tainty[BDH99; RN95]. A set of central problems in this
family is the fully observable Markov decision problems un-
der infinite-horizon criteria [Ber95]. We refer to these as
MDP problems in this paper. Not only are the MDP prob-
lems significant on their own, but solutions to these prob-
lems are used repeatedly in solving problem variants such
as stochastic games and partially observable MDPs [Sha53;
Han98]. In an MDP model, the system is in one of a finite
set of states at any time point. In each state an agent has a
number of actions to choose from. Execution of an action
gives the agent a reward and causes a stochastic change in
the system state. The problem is, given a full description of
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the system and actions, to find a policy, that is a mapping
from states to actions, so that the expected (discounted) to-
tal reward over an indefinite (or infinite) number of action
executions is maximized.

Policy improvement is a key technique in solving MDPs.
It is simple to describe and easy to implement, and quickly
converges to optimal solutions in practice. The improve-
ment method begins with an arbitrary policy, and improves
the policy iteratively until an optimal policy is found. In
each improvement step, the algorithm changes choice of ac-
tion for a subset of the states, which leads to an improved
policy. These algorithms differ on how the states are picked.
In addition to policy improvement algorithms, other meth-
ods for solving MDPs include algorithms for linear pro-
gramming, but variants of policy improvement are preferred
due to speed and ease of implementation [Lit96; Han98;
GKP01]. We remark that policy improvement can be viewed
as a special linear programming solution method [Lit96;
Ber95].

Unfortunately, the worst-case bounds on several imple-
mentations of policy improvement are exponential [MC94].
The exponential lower bounds have been shown for those
policy improvement algorithms that in each iteration attempt
to pick a single most promising state to improve, and are es-
tablished on plausible heuristics for such a choice, such as
looking ahead one or a constant number of steps. Let us
call these ‘selective’ policy improvement. In a sense, the
bounds imply that attempting to be smart about choosing
which state to improve can lead to an exponentially long
path to the optimal. On the other hand, the policy im-
provement technique is naturally implemented in a manner
in which all states are examined, and any improvable state
changes action. We will refer to this variation as policy iter-
ation (PI) (see Section 2.1). It is known that PI has no worse
than pseudo-polynomial1 time [Ber95], while the exponen-
tial lower bounds on selective algorithms apply irrespective
of the number representation [Lit96]. This suggests that the
constraints on how PI advances may be inherently different
than those for the selective policy improvement algorithms,
and leaves hope for PI. But quantifying the advancement of
PI has been difficult. The best upper bound on PI, besides
the pseudo-polynomial bound, is also exponential ���! #"$&%('

1That is, polynomial if the numbers are written in unary.



[MS99], where % is the number of states and each state has
two actions. This upper bound is derived using certain par-
tial order and monotonicity properties of the policy space.
No lower bound other than the trivial ��� %(' on the number
of iterations is known.

This paper describes a measure of advancement for PI that
offers an explanation of why PI is fast. While we don’t de-
rive polynomial bounds for PI on general MDPs, we give
the first polynomial bounds for PI on many significant sub-
classes of MDPs and related problems. Fig 1 shows the
MDP problems in context. The problems get roughly harder
from left to right, though the arrow lengths are not to scale.
Our results apply to the enclosed problems. Let � be the
number of actions, and � be the largest number in magni-
tude. We give an ��� %������
	 %�� ' bound on the number of
iterations of PI on MDP graphs that have a special struc-
ture: there exists a certain state � such that any sequence of
visited states under any policy repeats state � before repeat-
ing another state. Each iteration takes ����� ' or ������ % � '
depending on the edges (Section 4.1). For the rest of the en-
closed problems, we show that a variant of PI is polynomial.
We discuss the problems next.

The general MDP problem can be formulated as a lin-
ear program (LP) in which the feasibility constraints have
at most three variables per inequality. The subclasses of the
MDPs for which we give polynomial policy improvement
can be summarized as those for which the corresponding
LPs require at most two variables per inequality (Section
4.4). We use the names MDP(2) and MDP(3) to differen-
tiate. In the LP formulation of the MDP, finding the feasi-
bility region under the system of inequalities is sufficient to
solve the problem. We have shown that, conversely, exten-
sion of policy iteration solves the two variable per inequality
linear feasibility (TVPI) problem and have given a polyno-
mial bound for one such type of algorithm. The way policy
improvement solves the TVPI problem is different from pre-
vious algorithms, as will be described in the paper. The best
bound that we give for policy improvement on ����� �! '
is ����� % � ���
	�������	�� ' and for deterministic MDPs (dis-
counted or average reward) is ����� % � ���
	�� '�� but we expect
that the bounds can be improved.

A main tool we use is the analysis of Newton’s method
for finding the zero of a function [Rad92; Mad00]. It was
known that policy iteration was a form of Newton’s method,
but the well-known local quadratic convergence of Newton’s
method is not useful for deriving polynomial bounds. The
analysis given here relates the way the process converges to
attributes of the problem size. We point out that our results
on deterministic MDPs do not require this analysis.

We begin with the definition of the MDP problems and
policy iteration. Then we show how PI is a Newton’s method
on a single state problem, and describe its analysis that is
used in showing polynomial bounds. We then show how this
tool can be leveraged to establish polynomial bounds for var-
ious policy improvement algorithms on different problems.
Due to space limitations, we omit the proofs.
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Figure 1: MDP problems in context. Problems are general-
ized in the direction of the arrows. Our results apply to the
enclosed problems.

2 Preliminaries
A Markov decision process (MDP) consists of a set � of %
vertices or system states, and for each vertex ��� � , a fi-
nite set !#" of edge choices or actions. Time is discretized
and at each time point $ , $&%(')�+*
�-,+,-, the system occupies
one vertex �/.10�2 , which is called the state (or vertex) of the
system at time $ , and � .1342 is the initial state of the system.
The means of change in vertex is edge choice. Each edge
can branch out and have one or more end-vertices (Fig. 3a).
By choosing edge 56�7!98 when the system is in state : ,
a reward of ; ��5&'<��= is obtained and the system transi-
tions to an end-vertex �/� with probability �>; �?5��@� 'A� whereB "DCFE �>; �?5��@� 'G%H*
I The effects of edges, i.e. the rewards
and the transition probabilities, do not change with time,
and they are completely specified as part of the problem in-
stance. We will also use shorthand ;KJ to denote reward of
edge 5 . A policy L is a mapping assigning to each vertex� a single edge choice L ��� 'M�N! " . The value (vector) of a
policy, denoted O�P is a vector of % values, where O�P#Q RTS is
the value of vertex �
U under policy L , defined as the expec-
tation of total reward

BWV0�X�3 ; �YL ��� .10�2 ' ' , when � .1342 %��ZU@I We
assume here that O P Q RTS is bounded and well behaved for any
policy L and initial vertex2.

Define the optimal value of a vertex � , denoted [�\" , to be
the maximum value of vertex � over all policies. A desirable
and simplifying property of MDPs is that there exists an op-
timal policy which simultaneously maximizes the value of
all vertices [Ber95]. Therefore the MDP problem is to find
an optimal policy or compute the optimal value of all ver-
tices.
2.1 Policy Iteration
The generic policy improvement procedure is given in Fig 2.
Evaluating a policy means finding its corresponding value
vector. Policy improvement algorithms differ on how they
improve the policy. In a common technique which we will
refer to as (classic) policy iteration (PI), the improvement
is done in ‘parallel’ as follows: each vertex : picks its best5D]
^_5 according to:`Za 	cb `ZdJeC
fhg i ; �?5 'j�k"DCFE �>; ��5F�l� 'm[ .10onqpl2" r �s$ut *
�

2Policy improvement algorithms can be extended to discover
ill-defined problems as discussed later. Whenever a discount is
used (i.e. maximize expected

BwvxYy)z_{ x?|�}�~���������� , with {�� � ), the
problem is well-defined, and a discount is modeled by each edge
having a transition probability to an absorbing zero-reward state.



1. Begin with an arbitrary policy
2. Repeat
3. Evaluate policy
4. Improve policy
5. Until no change in policy

Figure 2: Policy improvement.

where [ .10on�p 2" denotes the value of vertex � from the policy
computed in iteration $ � * or initial policy if $ � *#%W' . Per-
forming the policy improvement step yields a policy with
a value vector that componentwise has values as high or
greater than the value vector of the old policy, and as long as
an optimal policy is not found, it can be shown that in at least
one component the value vector improves. Therefore the al-
gorithm takes a finite number of iterations to converge to an
optimal policy. Policy evaluation can be done in polynomial
time by matrix inversion in general, but is easier in the prob-
lems discussed below. The parallel improvement step also
takes a polynomial

� ��� ' time. Therefore each iteration is
polynomial.

2.2 MDP(3) and MDP(2)
Any MDP problem can be polynomially reduced to one such
that for each edge the maximum number of possible end
vertices is two, by introducing extra vertices and edges as
necessary. We will refer to such a problem as MDP(3). A
generic MDP(3) edge is shown in Fig 3a. Thus each edge
in MDP(3) is a branching edge, or a hyper-edge, and is pa-
rameterized by at most three numbers: its reward and two
transition probabilities to the two end vertices. We will
also be analyzing a restriction we call MDP(2), where each
edge 5 connects two vertices, and is parameterized by two
numbers3, reward ;DJ , and transition probability ��J , where
��J��w* . The remaining probability * � ��J is understood to go
to an absorbing state with no reward. Therefore an MDP(2)
problem is viewed as a problem on a directed graph where
policies are subgraphs with one or more cycles and every
vertex has a path to some cycle. The MDP(2) problem is a
generalization of the discounted deterministic MDP, where
in the latter all edges have equal transition probability which
is equal to the * ��� � where � is the discount factor.

We call an edge of : ending in vertex � , a : - � edge. Sim-
ilarly a path starting at : and ending in � is a : - � path.

3 Policy Iteration as a Newton’s Method
Consider the MDP single vertex problem (Fig. 4), where the
vertex � has a finite number of self-arc edges each param-
eterized by the pair ��; J ��� J ' of reward and transition prob-
ability, and we assume ��J
	 * . The value of each (pol-
icy) is ���p�n� � , and the optimal value of the vertex would be[h\ % b `Zd J ���p�n� � and can be discovered in a single pass

3The relationship between MDP, MDP(3), and MDP(2) is simi-
lar to that among SAT, SAT(3), and SAT(2). In fact, policy iteration
algorithms (and other algorithms that solve MDPs) can be seen as
attempting to find the feasibility of a set of linear inequalities. In
this sense, solving MDPs correspond most directly to satisfying a
conjunction of horn clauses in logic. See Section 4.4.
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Figure 3: (a) An edge (action) with reward of 5 in an MDP
(or an MDP(3)). (b) An edge in an MDP(2) has at most one
(none-absorbing) end-vertex.
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Figure 4: (a)A single-state MDP with a choice of 3 edges
shown. (b) Newton’s method for finding the zero of a func-
tion.

over the edges. As we will see later, the edges will ex-
pand to policies and therefore there may be an exponential
number of them. Now consider the behavior of policy it-
eration. The algorithm begins with an arbitrary edge and
computes the value [ of � under the edge. In selecting the
next edge, it picks the edge with maximum immediate re-
ward ;DJc���J ��[�'A� or equivalently, the edge with maximum
gain ; J ���J ��[ ' � [w% ;DJ  ����J � *�' [�I We will refer to^ . 5&' ��[�'�% ; J  ��� J � *�' [ as the the gain function corre-
sponding to 5 . Policy iteration evaluates the new policy, and
we can verify that the new value is at the zero of the gain
function, i.e. [ , where ^FJ ��[ ' % ' . Policy iteration then
repeats with choosing and evaluating the edge with highest
gain at the new [ value, until the highest gain is zero. As
shown in Fig 4 the process corresponds to finding the zero
of a convex function (the upper envelope of the gain func-
tions) using Newton’s method. Therefore, the question in
this case comes down to providing an effective measure of
progress for the process. Note that, as discussed in [Lit96],
the well-known local quadratic convergence results on New-
ton’s method are not sufficient for proof of polynomial run
time. In [Mad00] a bound is derived on the distance of each
zero ( [ . U 2 ) to the zero of the optimal gain function, which
is shown to geometrically decrease with each iteration, but
the proof is rather long. We describe a result which has a
simpler proof and a more direct geometric interpretation. It
is derived in the context of the analysis of Newton’s method
in solving fractional linear combinatorial problems [Rad92].
From Fig 4, it is not hard to see that both the gains ^ . U 2 ��[ . U 2 '
and slopes � . U 2 � * % �

����� .�� ����� 2�
����� n�� �������?� are converging to zero.

However, a stronger constraint that quantifies the conver-
gence rates can be derived:

Lemma 3.1 [Rad92] The values and slopes of the sequence
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Figure 5: An MDP adag graph rolled out ( � replaced by ���
and � 0 ). Transitions to the absorbing state, edge rewards and
transition probabilities, are not shown.

of gain functions satisfy: �
����� �?� .�� �������?� 2�
����� .�� ����� 2  

�������?� n�p
����� n�p �w*�I

Intuitively, the geometric constraints on the process forces
either the gain (height) or the angle and its tangent to de-
crease significantly in each iteration. The proof is sim-
ple, and works by writing the gains and slopes in terms of
their definitions with substitutions and simplifications. As

�
�������?� .�� ����� ��� 2�
����� .�� ����� 2 t ' and 

����� �?� n�p
����� n�p t6')� we conclude that either

�
�������?� .�� ����� ��� 2�
����� .�� ����� 2 � * $  or 

�������?� n�p
����� n�p � * $  _I This result suffices

for showing polynomial run-times, as we will see next.

4 Polynomial Policy Improvement
4.1 Almost Acyclic MDP Graphs
Consider the following special MDP graph, which we call
adag, for almost a directed acyclic graph. In adags, there
is an ordering on the vertices, so that edges of a vertex R can
branch or end in lower numbered vertices, a special ‘bot-
tleneck’ vertex �K� or an absorbing zero-reward vertex, only.
The edges of vertex � can branch to any vertex. Thus all
interesting cycles must go through � . The analysis of pol-
icy iteration on this problem can be reduced to the above
Newton analysis as follows. Consider rolling out the graph
so that it becomes acyclic as follows: We may think of re-
moving the cycles in the policy by replacing vertex � by two
vertices, � � (start vertex) and � 0 (target), where all branches
of vertices leading to � now end in � 0 � and all the edges of �
belong to � � .

Now, for any policy � , we define the value function� 8�� � ��[�'6% ; 8�� �  � 8�� � [�� which is interpreted as the ex-
pected value obtained if one starts at vertex : and follows
the actions prescribed by the policy, until one arrives at ver-
tex � 0 � at which time the value [ of � 0 is collected. � 8�� �
and ; 8�� � can be expressed in terms of the immediate neigh-
bors of : in the policy, � 8�� � % B "DCFE �>; �?5��@� ' ��" � � and
� 8�� � % B "DCFE ; J/ �>; �?5��@� ' ;-" � � , and can be computed right
to left for any policy, with ��� � � � % * and ;�� � � � % ' . If we
apply policy iteration, with any assigned value [ for � 0 , in
at most R iterations, the value of any vertex : of order R is
equal to the highest it can reach, and the policy attained is
a highest valued/gain policy at value [ , which we denote by�
	 ( [ is known from the context).

Consider the original graph and policy iteration progress-
ing on it. The functions

� 8�� � � for any vertex : and policy �
remain well defined (

�
��� � ��[�' is the value vertex � � obtains

if � 0 has value [ and policy � is used). We just saw that
if value of � remains constant for % iterations, � obtains the
policy that gives it the highest value in at most % iterations.
During policy iteration, values improve in general, and value
of � ( � � ) may increase from one iteration to the next. Never-
theless, the following lemma holds:

Lemma 4.1 Consider policy iteration on the adag graph,
and the value of � �q[ .10�e2 at any iteration $ 3 � as policy it-
eration progresses, and let ��	 be the highest valued policy
at iteration $ 3 . Then for any vertex : with order R4� vertex: has value equal or exceeding

� 8�� ������[ .10�2 ' at all iterations$ut $ 3 �R4I
The lemma is proved by induction on the order of ver-

tices, where vertex � has order % . We can now make the
connection to the Newton process. Each policy � 	 highest
valued at a some value of � yields one such gain function,�
��� � ����[ .10�2 ' � [ .10�2 � where [ .10�2 is value of � at time $�I Lemma

4.1 states that such a policy or better one is obtained in at
most % iterations, and as policies are evaluated, the point
where its gain is zero is surpassed in at most % iterations. All
we need is then to bound the maximum and the minimum of
the gains and slopes corresponding to policies. Recall that� is the largest number in the input representation.

Lemma 4.2 We have %�� � t�^ . U 2 ��[�. U 2 '9t�� n�� " and * t* � � . U 2 t � n�p �
The number of iterations is consequently ��� % � ����	 %�� '�I
We expect this bound is improvable. Policy evaluation on
the MDP(3) adags (when the edges’ branches are constant)
takes only ��� %(' time, but on an MDP adag, when an edge
can to

� � %(' vertices, it takes ��� % � ' .
Theorem 4.3 Policy iteration takes respectively
����� % � ����	 %�� ' and ��� ���  % � ' % � ���
	 %�� ' on MDP(3)
and MDP adags.

To summarize, we showed that we may define value and
gain functions for policies, and each highest gain policy cor-
respond to a line in Fig. 4. Even though there is an exponen-
tial number of policies, policy iteration efficiently (within
% iterations) surpasses the zero of the current highest gain
policy.

We remark that Lemma 4.1 holds in other variations to the
policy improvement step, and in particular if the policy im-
provement is performed sequentially rather than in parallel
(such as Gauss-Siedel [Ber95]). We can also use a shortest
paths algorithms to speed up finding ��	 on adags: by up-
dating the vertex values and edge choices in an increasing
order, a policy �
	 is discovered in ����� ' time rather than
����� %(' in an MDP(3) for example, and in ����� �% � ' for
MDPs. Thus the above runtimes reduce by a factor of % .

A plausible direction to extend the analysis to general
MDPs is to consider increasing the number of bottleneck
vertices. However, we haven’t succeeded in such an ap-
proach: it appears that a novel measure of progress or poten-
tial function, is needed over two or more bottleneck vertices.
Nevertheless, we can show that the Newton analysis leads to
polynomial policy improvement algorithms on many prob-
lems as shown below.



1. Freeze all vertices on a choice of edge
2. Repeat % times
3. Unfreeze a vertex.
4. Apply policy iteration until no improvement

Figure 6: Freezing Policy Iteration.

4.2 MDP(2)
We now show that a ‘freezing’ policy iteration algorithm has
a run-time of %�� where � denotes the run-time of policy
iteration on an MDP(2) adag (edges are of MDP(2) type),
already shown polynomial above. We remark that the same
algorithm works on many problem variations, including de-
terministic MDPs under discounted (see below) or average
rewards. The freezing policy iteration works as given in Fig.
6, and has % phases. A frozen vertex does not change choice
of edge during policy iteration. In each phase, one more ver-
tex is unfrozen to select any of its edges in a policy improve-
ment step. Each phase begins with the optimal policy found
in the last phase. The basic observation is that in a single
phase the source of improvements in the value of any vertex
must be due to a path to the most recently unfrozen vertex �
(by optimality of the policy from last phase). In particular,
any new cycle created in the phase must have � in it. We
now see the connection to adags. If no new cycle is created
in the phase, it is not hard to see that no more than % pol-
icy iterations are needed to find a best policy for the phase.
Otherwise, the above analyses apply to bound the number of
cycles and iterations. A similar speed-up idea also applies,
in this case using a Dijkstra style shortest path algorithm as
there are cycles in the graph (but no ‘negative cost’ cycles in
a shortest paths setting as edge probabilities is no more than
1). We omit the details.

Theorem 4.4 The freezing policy iteration algorithm finds
an optimal policy in time ����� % � ���
	 � %�� ' on MDP(2)
problems. The freezing algorithm with Dijkstra style short-
est paths runs in ����� %�������	���� ' ���
	 �?� ' ' .

The polynomial bound for freezing policy iteration is in-
dependent of the order of unfreezing, and is strong evidence
that plain policy iteration is polynomial on MDP(2) prob-
lems. The freezing technique does not extend to MDP(3)
problems: assume all edge rewards are zero except for the
edges of the last unfrozen vertex. The problem is then equiv-
alent to a full MDP problem where the objective is to in-
crease the probability of reaching a certain vertex. As edges
can have branches, cycles that do not include the unfrozen
vertex remain significant.

4.3 Deterministic MDPs
In deterministic MDPs, all edges have equal probabilities.
In case of discounted MDPs, edge probability is � % * � � �
where � 	 * is the discount factor. We do not need the
analysis of the Newton’s method for analyzing deterministic
problems. Consider a deterministic adag graph unrolled, and
any path (policy) from any vertex � to � 0 I The corresponding
value function

� 8�� � ��[ ' % ; � �� � ��[�' has slope ��� where�
is the length of the path. Thus paths of the same length

correspond to value functions with equal slope, i.e. parallel
increasing lines, with longer paths having smaller slope, and
for each path length there is a single highest gain policy of a
fixes length at all values of � . There are at most % such paths.
We thus have,

Theorem 4.5 Policy iteration takes ����� % � ' on discounted
deterministic adag graphs. Freezing policy iteration solves
discounted deterministic MDPs in ����� % � ' , and the algo-
rithm with the shortest path sub-routine solves the problem
in ����� % � ���
	���� ' '�I
Deterministic average reward problems, and minimum cost-
to-time ratio cycle problems also have policy iteration algo-
rithms, and similar arguments show that the freezing variants
have similar polynomial bounds. The best known strongly
polynomial4 algorithm for average-reward problems have� ��� %(' time. An interesting question is whether the num-
ber of policies with highest value for an MDP or MDP(2)
is also polynomial in % and � . An ����� %�� �	�"�' bound for
MDP(2) is given [Mad00], and a similar lower bound is
given in [Car83] for a related parametric shortest paths prob-
lem, which we expect holds here.

4.4 Feasibility Checking
The linear programming formulation for an MDP has the
constraints, [ "�t ; JG B 8 CFE �>; ��5F�@: 'A� for each pair of
vertex � and edge 5 in ! " � and the optimal value for each
vertex � is the left most point of the feasible interval5 for
variable [/" [Ber95]. For an MDP(2) problem each inequal-
ity involves at most two variables. A linear feasibility prob-
lem is the problem of determining whether a system of lin-
ear inequalities is feasible, and the problem in which each
inequality has at most two variables is the two variable per
inequality problem, or TVPI (feasibility). The TVPI prob-
lem was first studied as a means of deriving polynomial time
algorithms for general linear programs, but it also has ap-
plications in many network flow problems [Sho81; Meg83;
Way99]. Algorithms solving TVPI, with a little modifica-
tion, can report the end points of the interval of feasibility
for each variable when the system is feasible. Therefore,
from our comments above we observe that these algorithms
also solve MDP(2) problems. We can show that the con-
verse is true: policy improvement algorithms, appropriately
extended, solve TVPI, and furthermore the techniques above
show how to obtain polynomial bounds. We briefly discuss
how the algorithms work.

All TVPI feasibility algorithms represent the problem in
terms of a directed graph where each vertex corresponds to
a variable and each inequality corresponds to an edge with
two parameters: an inequality of the form 
�[ � ��� t�Z�
can be rewritten as [6t ���&���?� for example, and an edge
is directed from � � to ��� with parameter �� and � , where
� is the analogue of the transition probability in MDPs,
but here it is possible that � t * . In these graphs, cycles
and paths to cycles are sources of upper and lower bounds

4Independent of number representation
5The property that the feasible region of a variable is a single

contiguous interval follows from the fact that the feasible region of
an LP system is convex.



for a variable’s feasible range. Previous polynomial TVPI
techniques (other than general linear programming) use bi-
nary search or parametric binary search to locate the inter-
vals of feasibility of variables (see for example [Meg83;
HN94]). Policy improvement algorithms solve the TVPI
feasibility problem in two phases. Just like in the case of
policy improvement on MDPs, during the algorithm, ver-
tices have values, and vertex values converge to the left end-
points of the feasibility intervals (similar to maximizing ex-
pected rewards) from the left (infeasible) side. In a second
phase, right end-points are approached and discovered from
their right side (similar to an MDP formulation with costs
instead of rewards). Infeasibility may be detected during ei-
ther phase. The complete description of algorithms, together
with correctness and polynomial run-time is given in the full
paper. A freezing version of policy iteration solves the prob-
lem in ����� % � ���
	 %�� '�I

Policy improvement algorithms described above work
only on the monotone feasibility problem, i.e. where each
inequality has at most one variable with a positive coeffi-
cient: 
�[ � ����t K� with 
 �e��t7' �	 � = I However, unre-
stricted feasibility problem can be reduced to the monotone
kind for TVPI [HN94]. Likewise, we believe that policy
improvement algorithms can be extended to solve the feasi-
bility problem for systems of general monotone linear con-
straints (i.e. no restriction on the number of variables), and
we conjecture that PI in particular is polynomial on these
problems.

5 Summary and Discussion
We showed that policy iteration (PI) is polynomial on a spe-
cial MDP graph and used the analysis to establish that many
policy improvement algorithms are polynomial on a number
of special MDPs. We also explained that the MDP linear
programming formulation is a monotone linear feasibility
problems and described extensions of policy improvement
that solve the two variable per inequality linear feasibility
(TVPI) problem in polynomial time. We expect that these al-
gorithms will be among the most competitive for TVPI. Sim-
ilar results have been observed in related settings [DG98].

The analysis of the Newton’s method given was at the
heart of the polynomial bounds for problems classes that are
more general than deterministic MDPs in Fig. 1. We be-
lieve that the analysis provides an explanation as to why pol-
icy iteration is fast. In general, policy iteration begins with
policies that give high immediate rewards but not neces-
sarily high transition probabilities among the (good) states,
and moves towards those policies with lower immediate re-
wards, but with higher transition probabilities resulting in
higher long term accumulated rewards. The Newton analy-
sis quantifies this process. We conjecture that proof meth-
ods along similar lines will establish PI and variants polyno-
mial on MDPs. We remark that there are policy improve-
ment algorithms for two-player game versions of MDPs
for which no polynomial time algorithm is known [Sha53;
Con92]. Again, a variant of policy improvement given for
example in [HK66] has a similar interpretation as a New-
ton’s method [PAI69]. This further motivates the analysis of
PI, especially along the above lines.
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